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ABSTRACT The envisioned dense nano-network inside the human body at terahertz (THz) frequency
suffers a communication performance degradation among nano-devices. The reason for this performance
limitation is not only the path loss and molecular absorption noise, but also the presence of multi-user
interference and the interference caused by utilising any communication scheme, such as time spread
ON–OFF keying (TS-OOK). In this paper, an interference model utilising TS-OOK as a communication
scheme of the THz communication channel inside the human body has been developed and the probability
distribution of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for THz communicationwithin different human
tissues, such as blood, skin, and fat, has been analyzed and presented. In addition, this paper evaluates the
performance degradation by investigating the mean values of SINR under different node densities in the
area and the probabilities of transmitting pulses. It results in the conclusion that the interference restrains
the achievable communication distance to approximate 1 mm, and more specific range depends on the
particular transmission circumstance. Results presented in this paper also show that by controlling the pulse
transmission probability and node density, the system performance can be ameliorated. In particular, SINR
of in vivo THz communication between the deterministic targeted transmitter and the receiver with random
interfering nodes in the medium improves about 10 dB, when the node density decreases one order. The
SINR increases approximate 5 and 2 dB, when the pulse transmitting probability drops from 0.5 to 0.1
and 0.9 to 0.5.
INDEX TERMS Interference, body-centric nano-networks, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, time
spread on-off keying.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the aim of creating nano-devices with new functionality,
nanotechnology can satisfy the need to reduce the size of the
devices in the network, and also motivates promising medical
applications such as drug delivery and continuous health
monitoring [1]. Recent developments in novel materials,
like carbon nano-tube (CNT), graphene, etc., encourage the
electromagnetic communication among nano-devices in
the THz band (0.1-10 THz) inside the human body [2], [3].
In literature, a few research activities have been conducted
in characterising the channel models of nano-networks at
the THz band, which are primarily focused on the single
user channel models [4]–[7]. The end-to-end model is an
ideal simplification of the communication channel, whereas
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in reality, the communication environment is much more
complicated and the requirements of nano-networks widely
change across applications. For example, in Wireless Nano-
sensor Networks (WNSNs), very high node densities, in the
order of hundreds of nano-sensors per square millimetre, are
needed to overcome the limited sensing range of individual
devices [8]. Moreover, different types of nano-devices could
be interleaved and cooperated to conduct more complicated
tasks, resulting in up to thousands of nano-machines per
square millimetre.
With respect to dense nano-networks, multi-user interfer-
ence will occur, when symbols from different transmitters
reach the receiver at the same time and overlap. Therefore, not
only the path loss andmolecular absorption noise, but also the
multi-user interference could be the major impairment that
degrades the performance of in-vivo nano-communication
at the THz band. In addition to the interference caused by
different nodes in the communication area, with the util-
isation of Time Spread On-Off Keying (TS-OOK), colli-
sions between symbols can also occur. These collisions result
in interference, which imposes a strict limitation on the
communication channel parameters and requirements, espe-
cially the achievable distance at which nano-machines can
communicate.
In order to evaluate the potential of the THz communi-
cation inside the human body, it is significantly important
to conduct network-level analysis and characterise the sys-
tem performance while using TS-OOK as a communica-
tion scheme. In proceed with assessing the link performance
of the wireless communication, the probability distribu-
tion and mean values of Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise
Ratio (SINR) are quantified as fundamental metrics.
A preliminary investigations on the multi-user network
were performed by Jornet and Akyildiz [9], [10], where a
statistical interference model for pulse-based communication
in nano-networks was proposed, taking into account the pecu-
liarities of the THz band.
However, it is a specific case for transmitting 100 fs
pulses with an energy equal to 1 pJ in air with 10% water
vapour molecules, and the resulting interference model is
highly dependent of the specific channel molecular compo-
sition as well as the power and the shape of the transmitted
signal. When the transmission medium becomes different,
the polynomial approximation of the received signal power
used in [9] would be different, which finally changes the
probability density function (pdf) of the interference power.
In addition, an analytical framework for the interference and
SINR estimation in dense THz networks has been proposed
in [11] and [12]. The interference and SINR of mm-wave
and THz bands are explored by capturing the effect of the
antenna directivity, radiation pattern and blocking in [13].
However, the communication scheme was not considered
in [11]–[13] and the model is only valid for flat power trans-
mission. With regards to TS-OOK communication scheme,
it is believed that Gaussian pulses are transmitted for message
propagation.
In this paper, an interference model and pdf for SINR
of in-vivo nano-networks at the THz band using TS-OOK
communication scheme are developed for network-level anal-
ysis. Without loss of generality, the developed model is valid
for any power scheme. Themodel is based on the peculiarities
of the THz signal propagating inside human tissues, while
considering the modulation scheme and statistical informa-
tion of interferer in the transmission medium. The pdf for
SINR of the THz communication inside the human blood,
skin and fat tissues for different node densities and proba-
bilities of transmitting pulses is analytically presented. The
degradation effect of the presence of interference is illustrated
by investigating on the SINR mean values under different
communication circumstance.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows.
In section II, a brief overview of the THz communication
channel and noise models of the in-vivo nano-networks is
provided. Section III presents the feasibility of TS-OOK
communication scheme for in-vivo nano-communication at
the THz band. In section IV, an interference model and
probability distribution of SINR for in-vivo nano-networks
are developed. Analytic results for pdf of SINR at different
node densities and probabilities are presented in section V for
different human tissues, in addition to comparative analysis
of the node density and probability on system performance.
Section VI highlights the conclusion.
FIGURE 1. Measured absorption coefficient of human blood, skin and fat.
II. END-TO-END THz PROPAGATION AND NOISE MODELS
There are a number of papers presenting channel models
for the THz wave propagating in the atmosphere [4], [14],
[8], [15]. The in-vivo nano-communication channel models at
the THz band have been developed in [7], [16], and [17]. The
path loss of the THzwave inside human tissues can be divided
into the spreading loss and the molecular absorption loss.
The molecular absorption can be described by the absorption
coefficient. The details on the calculation of the absorption
coefficient and refractive index of human tissues have been
discussed in [16]. The measured absorption coefficient for
human blood, skin and fat tissues in literature [18], [19] are
given as in Fig. 1.
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The noise in the THz communication is primarily con-
tributed by the molecular absorption noise [4]. This kind
of noise is caused by vibrating molecules which partially
re-radiate the energy that has been previously absorbed.The
molecular absorption noise Nm for the THz communication
in the human body is composed of the background noise Nb
and the self-induced noise Ns [20], [21], and the noise power
can be represented by,
Nb(r) =
∫
B
B(T0, f )(
c√
4pin0f0
)2df (1)
Ns(r) =
∫
B
S(f )(1− e−α(f )r )( c
4pinfr
)2df (2)
Nm(r) = Nb(r)+ Ns(r) (3)
whereB is the bandwidth of the communication channel, T0 is
the reference temperature of the medium, n is the refractive
index, n0 is the corresponding refractive index of the THz
wave in the medium, when the frequency of the wave is f0,
and α(f ) is the absorption coefficient. B(T0, f ) stands for the
Planck’s function and S(f ) refers to the transmitted signal
power spectral density (p.s.d) from the transmitter antenna.
The expected received signal power from the targeted
transmitter in the channel can be represented by,
PR(r) =
∫
B
S(f )(
c
4pinfr
)2e−α(f )rdf (4)
III. TIME SPREAD ON-OFF KEYING FOR IN-VIVO
NANO-NETWORKS IN THE THz BAND
Due to the fact that nano-devices in WNSNs are highly
energy constrained with limited capabilities, it is tech-
nologically challenging for a nano-transceiver to generate
a high-power carrier frequency in the THz band. Thus,
the best modulation option for WNSNs is carrier-less pulse
based modulation [22]. In light of the state of the art in
graphene-based nano-electronics, a transmission scheme for
nano-devices, based on the transmission of one-hundred-
femtosecond long pulses by following an on-off keying mod-
ulation spread in time is proposed [9], named TS-OOK. These
very short pulses can be generated and detected with nano-
transceivers based on graphene and high-electron-mobility
materials such as Gallium Nitride or Indium Phosphide [23].
TS-OOK is a communication scheme assuming that a
nano-machine needs to transmit a binary stream. A logical
‘‘1’’ is transmitted by using a femtosecond-long pulse and
a logical ‘‘0’’ is transmitted as silence. The time between
symbols Ts is much longer than the symbol duration Tp.
To the best authors’ knowledge, TS-OOK is the most
promising communication scheme for resource-constrained
nano-networks.
When adopting TS-OOK as the communication scheme
for nano-networks, the nano-transmitters can start transmit-
ting at any time without being synchronised or controlled
by any type of network central entity. Hence the traffic in
the network can drastically increase at specific times due to
correlated detection in several nano-sensors, and collisions
between symbols can occur [9]. In order to proceed with
the system-level investigation of in-vivo nano-networks, it is
significantly important to confirm the feasibility of TS-OOK
for nano-communication inside the human body.
To investigate TS-OOK communication scheme inside
human tissues, a comparatively illustration of the results
for both the received signal power and the noise power is
presented. The received signal power is denoted as P1 as
shown in (4), when a pulse has been transmitted, while the
noise power associated with the transmission of pulses and
the noise power, when transmitting silence are N1 and N0,
respectively. N1 is the total molecular absorption noise power
in (3), and N0 is only the background noise power as shown
in (1). To an extent to keep the numerical results realistic,
and in light of the state of the art in molecular-electronics,
the total energy and the pulse duration of the Gaussian power
is equal to 1 pJ and 100 fs, respectively [4]. The derivative
order and the standard deviation of the Gaussian pulse are set
to 6 and 0.15, respectively. In this paper, the frequency band
of interest is 0.5 THz to 1.5 THz with a bandwidth of 1 THz.
The resulting power for communication inside three human
tissues are represented as functions of the transmission dis-
tance as shown in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2. Power vs distance for three different human tissues. Where
blood (red), skin (blue) and fat (green), P1 (noise power when pulse is
transmitted), N1(noise power associated with a pulse) and N0 (noise
power associated with silence). The graph in the insets shows
magnifications of N1 with the distance from 0.8 mm to 1.4 mm.
It can be clearly seen from Fig. 2, compared to the received
signal power, the noise power is big enough to influence
the link quality. According to the results presented in [10],
the received power when transmitting a pulse tends to be
lower than the noise power when the transmission distance
increases to 1 cm. For the case within in-vivo nano-networks
at the THz band, the results are evidently different. The
received signal power P1 when a pulse is transmitted inside
human tissues is always much lower than the molecular
absorption noise power N1 regardless of the type of the
transmission medium. This difference could be explained
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by the fact that the molecular absorption coefficient inside
human tissues is thousands times of that in air [4], [16], which
causes a much more significant attenuation to the signal.
In addition, it is noticed that the noise power associated with
the transmission of silence is constant with distance, because
only the background noise is present in this case and the
background noise is independent of the signal transmission.
More importantly, even if the power of the received signal
tends to zero, the noise power caused by the propagating
pulse keeps much higher than the background noise power.
In other words, when a pulse is transmitted, the received
power including both the targeted signal power P1 and the
molecular absorption noise power N1 is always much higher
than the power of the silence case whatever human tissues
are considered. Thus, it is clear for the receiver that a pulse
was transmitted provided that the molecular absorption noise
power is detected, which means that the logical ‘‘1’’ and
logical ‘‘0’’ can be clearly detected, which reduces the error
probability for in-vivo nano-networks. The obtained results
demonstrate the feasibility of TS-OOK as a communication
scheme for the THz communication inside the human body.
Moreover, since the received signal power is directly pro-
portional to the transmitted signal power, reasonable trans-
mission power needs to be chosen to keep the power at the
receiver much higher with transmitting pulses than the power
with transmitting silence to make the signal detection more
accurate.
IV. MULTI-USER SCENARIO FOR IN-VIVO
NANO-COMMUNICATION
In this section, an interference model which is valid to any
kind of power allocation scheme is introduced. Besides,
the probability distribution and mean values of SINR are
derived for THz communication inside the human body
with the presence of multiple interferer in dense nano-
networks. The investigation captures the unique characteris-
tics of the THz band channel inside human tissues and the
properties of TS-OOK communication scheme.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Generally, a random nodes deployment in R2 as shown
in Fig. 3 is used for performance assessment of cellular, ad-
hoc and device-to-device networks [24]. The targeted receiver
is assumed to be at the center of the disc, while the targeted
transmitter locates at a distance r0 from the receiver. All the
other nodes in this field are considered as interfering nodes
for the targeted receiver. Following most studies, Possion
Point Process (PPP) is utilised to provide first order approxi-
mation of nodes positions within a disc of radiusR [25]. Thus,
the probability of finding M nodes in the area A(R) can be
represented as [26],
P[M |A(R)] = (λpiR
2)M
M ! e
−λpiR2 (5)
where λ refers to the node density in nodes/m2. The
mean and variance of the number of interferer M can be
FIGURE 3. Nano-devices deployment inside body for multi-user scenario.
written as [26],
E[M ] = λpiR2, σ 2[M ] = λpiR2 (6)
B. MOMENTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF SINR
SINR is an important metric to evaluate the system per-
formance of the dense nano-networks. The instantaneous
frequency-dependent SINR is defined as,
SINR(Er, S, f , λ) = PR(r0, S, f )
I (Er, S, f , λ)+ N (Er, S, f , λ) (7)
where Er is the vector of distances ri, i = 1, 2, ...,M , standing
for the separation distances between the interferer and the
targeted receiver, S is the p.s.d of the transmitted signal power
and M is the number of interfering nodes. f is the operating
frequency and λ is the intensity of interferer. PR(r0, S, f )
refers to the targeted receiver signal power, while I (Er, S, f , λ)
denotes the aggregate power of the interfering signals at
the targeted receiver and N (Er, S, f , λ) is the noise power at
the targeted receiver including all the noise power caused
by the targeted transmitter and interferer. In this paper it is
assumed that there is no power control capabilities, which
means that Si = Sj = S, i, j = 0, 1, ...,M [11], [12]. For
simplicity, in the following, we drop arguments of notation
that are often silently assumed, f , S and λ. The aggregate
interference from M sources is given by [12],
I (Er) =
M∑
i=1
∫
B
S(f )(
c
4pinf
)2r−2i e
−α(f )ridf (8)
where S(f ) is the transmitted signal p.s.d from the transmitter
antenna. The noise power is written as a summation of the
noise caused by both the targeted transmitter and the interfer-
ing nodes in the communication area,
N (Er) = Nm +
M∑
i=1
∫
B
S(f )(
c
4pinf
)2r−2i (1− e−α(f )ri )df (9)
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where Nm is the molecular absorption noise power obtained
from (3). Substituting (8) and (9) into equation (7) gives,
SINR(Er) = PR
Nm +∑Mi=1 ∫B S(f )( c4pinf )2r−2i df (10)
Whereas in (10)PR is a constant value that can be estimated
for any given distance r0. The second term in the denominator
of (10) is the only random term, which is given as,
X (Er) =
M∑
i=1
Ar−2i ,A =
∫
B
S(f )(
c
4pinf
)2df (11)
where X is caused by the presence of interferer in the com-
munication medium, which includes both the received signal
power generated by the interferer nodes and the noise power
caused by the interferer signal.
Another important observation is that the distances from
any interferer to the targeted receiver are Independent and
Identically Distributed (IID). For a sufficiently large number
of users, the Central Limit Theorem can be invoked and the
Gaussian assumption can be made for X , when estimating
the aggregate interference [9]. Therefore, the moments of
the interference from a single node are first determined and
then the Central Limit Theorem is applied to approximate the
aggregated interference.
With respect to the dense nano-networks with the adop-
tion of TS-OOK as the communication scheme, a collision
between symbols will occur when they reach the receiver
at the same time and overlap. The probability of having an
arrival during Ts seconds is a uniform random probability
distribution with pdf equal to 1/Ts [9]. Therefore, for a spe-
cific transmission, a collision will happen with a probability
2Tp/Ts (with an assumption that a correlation-based energy
detector is used at the receiver) [9].
It is noted that not all types of symbols harmfully collide,
only pulses (logical ‘‘1’’s) create interference because the
molecular absorption noise is signal power-dependent. It is
assumed that all nano-nodes in the transmission area share
the same pulse transmitting probability. Therefore, the node
density parameter λ in (5) can be replaced by [10],
λ′ = λT (2Tp/Ts)p1 (12)
where λT refers to the density of active nodes in nodes/m2,
Tp is the symbol duration, Ts is the time between symbols,
and p1 denotes the probability of a nano-machine to transmit
a pulse. This expression highlights the fact that transmission
of logical ‘‘0’’ does not generate interference to other ongoing
transmissions. Both the interference caused by the interfering
nodes in the transmission area and the interference generated
by the utilisation of TS-OOK are taken into account in (12).
1) SINGLE NODE INTERFERENCE MODEL
For a Poisson Point Process, any given number of inter-
ferer in a disc of radius R are independently and uniformly
distributed. Therefore, the distance to the targeted receiver,
denoted as a random variable D, has the same pdf for any
interferer node,
fD(r) = 2r/R2, 0 < r < R (13)
Now consider a random variable G = 1/D2. Under Poisson
assumption, the moments of G can be written as [27],
E[Gθ ] =
∫ R
0
2x
R2
(
1
x2
)θdx (14)
The integral does not converge because it is unbounded
approaching zero from the right. To deal with this issue,
it is assumed that the transmitters cannot be located closer
than a certain very small distance a from the receiver. This
assumption is warranted from the practical point of view,
especially, taking into account that a can be chosen as small
as required [11]. Thus, the distribution of the distance to the
targeted receiver could be approximated as the distance from
a point arbitrarily distributed in the region bounded by two
concentric circles of radius a and R, R > a, to their common
centre. It is known to be [12],
fD(r) = 2r/(R2 − a2), a < r < R (15)
The first moment of variable G is computed as,
E[G] =
∫ R
a
2x
(R2 − a2)
1
x2
dx = 2(lnR− lna)
R2 − a2 (16)
Similarly, the variance of G is calculated to be,
σ 2[G] = 1
a2R2
− 4( lnR− lna
R2 − a2 )
2 (17)
The interferencemodel for a single node has been obtained,
and then it is moved to the aggregate interference. The
stochastic sum of random variables G is considered in (11).
2) AGGREGATE INTERFERENCE MODEL
It is assumed that the number of interferer is exactly k , which
results in conditional moment of X to be [12],
E[X (Er)|M = k] = A
k∑
i=1
E[Gi] = AkE[G] (18)
Denoting Pr (M = k) = pk and unconditioning (18) gives,
E[X (Er)] = A
∞∑
k=0
pkkE[G] = AE[G]E[M ] (19)
Similarly, the second conditional moment of X is given by,
E[X2(Er)|M = k] = A2E[(
k∑
i=1
r−2i )
2]
= A2
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
(E[Gi]E[Gj]+ Kij) (20)
where Kij = Cov(Gi,Gj) is the pairwise covariance. Since
Gi and Gj are pairwise independent Kij = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
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i 6= j and Kii = σ 2[Gi], i = 1, 2, . . . , k [10]. Further, since
all Gi identically distributed,
E[Gi] = E[Gj], σ 2[Gi] = σ 2[Gj] (21)
Thus, after unconditioning (20),
E[X2(Er)] = A2((E[G])2E[M2]+ σ 2[G]E[M ]) (22)
Then the variance of X can be found as,
σ 2[X (Er)] = A2((E[G])2σ 2[M ]+ σ 2[G]E[M ]) (23)
In (10) the moments of random variable X are being cal-
culated; thus, pdf of SINR in dB can be obtained based on
conventional methods of finding distributions of functions
of random variables. Recall that pdf of a random Y , w(f ),
expressed as monotonous function y = φ(x) of another
random variable Xwith pdf f (x) is given by [28],
w(y) = f (ψ(y))|ψ ′(y)| (24)
where x = ψ(y) = φ−1(x)is the inverse function.
The inverse of y = φ(x) = 10log10(PR/(Nm + x))
is unique and monotonous and given by x = ψ(y) =
PR10−y/10 − Nm. The modulo of the derivative is |ψ ′(y)| =
|PR10−y/10ln(10−1/10)|. Substituting these into (27), pdf of
logarithm of SINR is,
wlogS (y) = |PR10
−y/10ln(10−1/10)|√
2piσ
e−
(PR10
−y/10−Nm−µ)2
2σ2 (25)
where µ = E[X (Er)], σ 2 = σ 2[X (Er)] can be obtained in (19)
and (23)
V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Based on the aforementioned derived models, it is noted
that the distribution and average values of SINR are directly
dependent of the node density and probability of transmitting
pulses. In this section, we analytically investigate the effect of
these parameters on the system performance of in-vivo nano-
networks inside three human tissues (blood, skin and fat).
TABLE 1. Simulation environment.
The simulation environment of following analytical study
is summarised in Table 1.
FIGURE 4. Probability density function of SINR for different node
densities λT when p1=0.5 in human blood (red), skin (blue) and
fat (green).
With respect to TS-OOK, it is envisioned Ts/Tp = 100
in (12) to satisfy the requirement with regards to the time
between symbols, which should bemuch longer than the sym-
bol duration. Aforementioned, the node density of WNSNs
can be hundreds of nano-sensors per millimetre. Therefore,
λT = 10, 100, and 1000 nodes/mm2 are chosen to evaluate
the effect of the interfere density on the system performance.
A. SINR DISTRIBUTION
Fig. 4 shows the result for SINR distribution at different
node densities with a specific signal transmission probability
p1 = 0.5 for THz wave communicating inside human blood,
skin and fat tissues.
As expected, it can be concluded that for a specific prob-
ability of transmitting pulses, SINR decreases significantly
with the increase of node density. Specifically, SINR cre-
ated by a Poisson field of nano-devices with parameter
λT = 10 nodes/mm2 which are operating under the previous
conditions in human blood, has an average power of approxi-
mately -115 dB. When the node density is increased to λT =
100 nodes/mm2 and λT = 1000 nodes/mm2, the values
reduce to −120 dB and −130 dB, respectively. The reason
is that collisions occur with a higher probability, when inter-
ferer nodes grow in the communication area. Similarly, THz
communication in human skin and fat experiences this trend
because more interference could be caused with the presence
of larger number of nodes. Specifically, in the human skin
scenario, the SINR values decrease from about −63 dB to
−70 dB and to −80 dB with node densities increasing. And
for human fat, the values are about −52 dB, −61 dB and
−70 dB when node densities are λT = 10 nodes/mm2,
λT = 100 nodes/mm2 and λT = 1000 nodes/mm2, respec-
tively. Differently, the SINR in human blood is the worst case
among these mediums, because blood has the highest water
concentration and the molecular absorption is dominantly
contributed by the molecules of water vapour [4].
Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of probability of transmitting
pulses on the distribution of SINR for the communication
system. For a specific node density λT = 100 nodes/mm2,
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FIGURE 5. Probability density function of SINR for different probability of
transmitting pulses p1 when λT = 100 nodes/mm2 in human human
blood (red), skin (blue) and fat (green).
by increasing the probability p1 from 0.1 to 0.9, the aver-
age SINR of nano-networks in human blood decreases from
−112 dB to −119 dB to −122 dB. Similarly, for commu-
nication inside human skin, the average SINR value goes
down from −65 dB to −71 dB and then to −73 dB when the
probability grows. In fat scenario, a descending trend happens
from−56 dB to−61 dB and then to -63 dB with the increase
of the probability. These results emphasise the fact that the
molecular absorption noise and multi-user interference are
directly dependent of the transmitted signal, thus the trans-
mitting pulses potentially degrade the communication system
performance. These results depict that the degradation effect
which is caused by both the molecular absorption noise and
interference can be mitigated by using lower transmission
probability and prevent transmission errors from occurring at
the beginning.
B. MEAN SINR ASSESSMENT
In this section, the effect of the node densities and probabil-
ities of transmitting pulses on in-vivo nano-communication
at the THz band is studied. The communication happens
between a deterministic targeted transmitter and receiver with
random interfering nodes in the communication area inside
all three human tissues (blood, skin and fat). The communi-
cation performance especially the achievable communication
range is evaluated, by investigating the dependence of the
mean values of SINR on the transmission distance in different
human tissues.
1) EFFECT OF NODE DENSITY
The mean SINR for scenarios with three different node
densities in the communication area is illustrated in Fig. 6.
It can be clearly seen that SINR steadily decreases with the
transmission distance and the rise of node density for THz
communication in all three kinds of communication medium.
More specifically, SINR degrades about 10 dB, when the
node density increases one order.
FIGURE 6. Average SINR versus communication distance for different
node densities in the communication area in human blood (red), skin
(blue) and fat (green) tissues.
FIGURE 7. Average SINR versus communication distance for different
probabilities of transmitting pulses of THz communication in human
blood (red), skin (blue) and fat (green) tissues.
2) EFFECT OF PULSES PROBABILITY
The effect of the probability of transmitting pulses on the
mean SINR of THz communication inside human tissues is
shown in Fig. 7. It is presented that average SINR degrades
with the communication distance and the pulses probability
regardless of the medium type. Specifically, the SINR drops
approximate 5 dB, when the pulses transmission probability
rises from 0.1 to 0.5, and SINR degrades about 2 dB, when
the pulses transmission probability increases from 0.5 to 0.9,
respectively.
One significant observation from both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 is
that the maximum achievable transmission distance to enable
simultaneous communications is strictly constrained. In light
of the state of the art in nano-communication devices and to
an extent to make the in-vivo THz nano-networks realistic,
such low SINR limits the communication range to about
1 mm, and more specific distance depends on the commu-
nication medium composition, node density in the area and
probability of transmitting pulses. Considering the scale of
the nano-devices, this transmission distance is enough to
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enable the envisioned nano-communication for power and
complexity constrained body-centric nano-network at the
THz band.
More importantly, The obtained results imply that by con-
trolling the pulse transmitting probability and node density,
the interference can be reduced and SINR of the in-vivo
nano-communication system can be bettered. Practically,
a trade-off can bemade between node density and pulse trans-
mitting probability to achieve the expected communication
performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the feasibility of TS-OOK communication
scheme for in-vivo nano-networks at the THz band is first
demonstrated. Subsequently, a preliminary network-level
analytical model for this in-vivo nano-networks with the
utilisation of TS-OOK is proposed based on the mathematical
apparatus of stochastic geometry. Without loss of generality,
the developedmodel is valid to any power allocation schemes.
The performance of multi-user communication inside human
blood, skin and fat is comparatively illustrated, showing that
blood is the worst performing scenario because of high water
concentration in human blood than skin and fat. In all three
kinds of tissues, the obtained results indicates that high node
density and pulse transmission probability would potentially
decrease SINR of the system and impair the system per-
formance. The effective communication distance for dense
nano-networks inside the human body is restrained to about
1 mm, and more specific achievable range depends on the
particular transmission environment. Moreover, it is analyt-
ically shown that the system performance can be improved
by controlling the node density of nano-machines in the
communication field and the pulse transmission probability.
In particular, SINR improves about 10 dB, when the node
density decreases one order and SINR improves approximate
5 dB and 2 dB, when the probability drops from 0.5 to
0.1 and 0.9 to 0.5, respectively. The presented results pro-
vide important basis for more practically network-level mod-
elling with consideration of antenna directivity and None
Line of Sight (NLoS) paths. This study also stimulates fur-
ther research on simple, reliable and energy efficient com-
munication protocols and coding schemes, and provide an
important contribution to the achievement of THz in-vivo
nano-networks.
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